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Rs.  80 are given house-rent  allowance in Madras   City
alone., the maximum being Rs, 7.    In Bombay City, only
Class IV servants receive a house-rent allowance of Rs. 6.
Every person is normally expected to spend at least 10 per cent, of his income on house-rent. Conditions in Hyderabad are not worse than in Bombay or Madras, and there is no justification for the present liberal house-rent allowances. In our view, the real needs of the situation will have been adequately met by continuing this allowance for employees drawing up to Rs. 125 and grading it as follows i—
Pay range	District	Hyderabad
Headquarters	and
Secunderdbad
Rs. -	Rs. a. p.	Rs.
Up to	55	280	4
56-125	400	6
Marginal adjustments may be made so that people drawing up to Rs. 180 are not worse off than those who draw Rs. 125.
There are5 we understand, a large number of vacant Military Buildings available in the suburbs of both Hyderabad and Seeunderabad. There should be no difficulty in allowing the use of these for housing non-gazetted Government servants who find it difficult to obtain accommodation. To convert barracks, for instance, into, two-room tenements, with suitable amenities, would not cost any very large sum, and might bring in sufficient rent to make the project worthwhile. Bus services already run on the routes from these areas, and special buses could be added to meet the morning and evening rush from the offices.
It has been mentioned to us that many City Improvement Board houses constructed for persons earning low salaries are occupied by individuals who can afford to
pay  much   higher  rents.    Immediate   steps   should  be taken to remedy this state of affairs.
Travelling Allowance.—The question of allowances for travelling is generally a very vexed one, and it is difficult to find a figure which will just hit the mark. At the same time, there would seem to be no reason why these allowances, railway fare, air fare, mileage and daily, should'be

